Strategies for crystallization and structure determination of very large macromolecular assemblies.
High-resolution structures of macromolecular assemblies are pivotal for our understanding of their biological functions in fundamental cellular processes. In the field of X-ray crystallography, recent methodological and instrumental advances have led to the structure determinations of macromolecular assemblies of increased size and complexity, such as those of ribosomal complexes, RNA polymerases, and large multifunctional enzymes. These advances include the use of robotic screening techniques that maximize the chances of obtaining well-diffracting crystals of large complexes through the fine sampling of crystallization space. Sophisticated crystal optimization and cryoprotection techniques and the use of highly brilliant X-ray beams from third-generation synchrotron light sources now allow data collection from weakly diffracting crystals with large asymmetric units. Combined approaches are used to derive phase information, including phases calculated from electron microscopy (EM) models, heavy atom clusters, and density modification protocols. New crystallographic software tools prove valuable for structure determination and model refinement of large macromolecular complexes.